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June 4, 2022
BJC BID TO TAKE FITNESS CENTER AND TURN IT INTO A REHAB HOSPITAL
PASSES T&C P&Z ON A 7-1 VOTE. At the May Town and Country Planning and
Zoning meeting the only complaints about the BJC project came Ballwin residents living
in nearby condos, concern about the increase in traffic.
Barnes-Jewish-Children’s Hospital wants to buy the now closed Wellbridge fitness
center/gym and turn it into a 78,700 sq foot rehab hospital. The site is located at the
dead end of Woods Mill Road south of Clayton Road and the Town & Country Crossing
shopping center.

After the rehab people go home and the last meal is served, rehab hospitals are like a
ghost town, with just a long night shift of nurses. I know I spent a month in two different
ones in 2019. But they do have more employees than a fitness center and more visits
by ambulances.

Proposed rehab hospital
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The building plans for the Rehab Hospital are before the Architectural Review Board on
Monday June 6 at 5:30pm.
NEW HOUSES BEFORE THE ARB:
12824 Topping
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1907 Barrett Station Road Lot 3 13237 Stone Court (New Subdivision)

5 Glenmaro Lane Glenmaro is off of Clayton Road next to I-270
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13782 Clayton Road South side of Clayton Road across from Arlington Oaks
3,894 square feet on .99 acre lot
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No Report - There was a burglary at an Ellisville car dealership overnight where multiple
vehicles were stolen. 5-6 vehicles fled through the Chesterfield area, failing to yield. Officers
did not pursue.

scene of crime

22-2182 Larceny: An automobile dealership on Chesterfield Airport Rd. reported a
dealer registration tag stolen. It was recovered in Illinois prior to the dealer’s
knowledge. Forwarded to the Detective Bureau.
22-2184 Suicide: A 70 yo male on Stallion Hill Ct. took his life after being despondent
over financial issues. Body released to the Medical Examiner. Detective Bureau
notified and also responded to the scene.
From Police Chief to Elected officials:
FYI……our officers are at the scene of an apparent suicide in the 400 block of Stallion Hills Ct. in
the Benton Taylor Subdivision. The victim, a chemist by trade, appears to have committed
suicide (note found on scene) by ingesting a potentially hazardous chemical substance. As a
result, the Monarch Fire District and their HazMat Team has been activated and they are on the
scene also. Considering the potential dangers, the home has been cleared of residents and the
house is cordoned off. The complexity of the scene has attracted the attention of the media as
several news teams are also on the scene. Everything is under control at this point, but, I
wanted to make you aware of the likelihood of media inquiries and/or media coverage.
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22-2186 Fraud: A resident on Dungate reported a check he had written was altered to a
different money amount. Forwarded to the Detective Bureau.

22-2187 Fraud: A resident on Summer Lake received a phone call from a subject who
identified himself as the victim’s grandson and convinced the victim to send money for a
jail bond. Forwarded to the Detective Bureau.

22-2188 Domestic: A female subject responded to the station to report a domestic
assault between her and her father in 2017. The report will be forwarded to the
Chesterfield P.A. for review. (The statute of limitations may have run, unless he killed
her and she is coming back from the dead)

22-2190 Larceny: A male subject concealed merchandise at the Walmart on THF and
left the store without paying. The subject initially ran from security and officers but was
taken into custody a short time later. The subject was arrested and booked.
Roy L. Corbin 65 Wellston
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05/25/22
04/19/22
12/22/12
05/23/12
11/11/11
10/27/09
08/22/08
12/21/04
09/14/02
08/16/88

Stealing
Chesterfield PD
Speeding 11-15 mph over limit, No Veh Ins
Chesterfield PD
Unregistered Veh
O’Fallon IL PD
Unreg Veh, Driving While Suspeded, No Auto Ins
Illinois State Police
Speeding 15-20 mph over limit
Illinois State Police
Sexual Misconduct 1st Degree Guilty
Wellston PD
st
Sexual Misconduct 1 Degree Guilty SES Probation St. Louis Co PD
Improper Lane Use Guilty Fine
St. Louis Co PD
Illegally Killing Wildlife Guilty $50 fine
MO Park Police
Possession of Marijuana
East St. Louis IL PD

22-2191 Larceny: SEU investigating a delayed report of a larceny from
Walmart. Further investigation ongoing.
Officers provided close patrol to all elementary schools during the morning and
afternoon due to the heightened awareness after the school shooting in
Texas. Both parents and school staff were very appreciative of the high visibility and
the concern of the officers.

Sarah Carpenter 38
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05/25/22
12/23/21
10/30/21
02/24/21
06/15/17
06/25/14
04/29/14
05/06/13
12/19/05

Stealing
Chesterfield PD
Stealing
Troy PD
Driving While Suspended
St. Peters PD
No Auto Ins Guilty $161 fine
St. Charles Co PD
No Auto Insurance Guilty $49 fine
Warren Co SO
Felony Non-Support 5 Years SES Probation
St. Louis Co PD
Driving While Revoked Guilty 1 day Jail
St. Ann PD
Use of Drug Paraphernalia $100 Fine
Warren Co SO
Poss of Marijuana $200 fine, Poss of Drug Para $100 fine Warren Co SO

22-2200 - Warrant Arrest - Olive/ River Valley - A traffic stop resulted in the driver
being arrested for active warrants out of Maryland Heights

22-2201 - DWI - Boones Crossing/ I-64 - A traffic stop resulted in the driver being arrested for
DWI
Brandon Michael Johnson 21 Chesterfield
05/25/21 DWI, Speeding 20-25 over, Fail to Sig, Imp Lane Use
Open Container
10/26/21 Speeding 11-15 over limit Guilty $70 fine
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Chesterfield PD
Frontenac PD

THURSDAY May 26, 2022
22-2202 - Warrant Arrest - Clarkson / Lea Oak - A traffic stop resulted in the driver
being arrested for multiple active warrants from multiple jurisdictions
21-565 - Prisoner Pick-up - Maryland Heights - Officers responded to Maryland
Heights PD to pick up a subject with active traffic warrants from our city
22-2209 - Found Property
The manager of Homewood Suites, at 840 Chesterfield Parkway West, reported a client
had left a handgun in the nightstand of his hotel room. Officer’s seized the handgun
and conveyed it to the station where it was entered it into evidence and checked for
stolen with negative results. The owner was notified and given instructions on how to
get his weapon back.
22-2212 - Property Damage
Resident on Lydia Hill Drive reported person/s unknown damaged the door knob to his
apartment but no entry was gained to the apartment . No witnesses or video located at
this time.
22-2213 CIT: A resident took Xanax after making suicidal statements. She was
voluntarily taken to Mercy for an evaluation.

22-2215 Larceny: SEU issued a SIL to a subject for stealing clothing items from
Walmart. (SIL is “Summons in Lieu of arrest.”)
Andrea Johnston 23

22-2217 Animal Bite: A resident on Hunters Way was bitten by a dog he was
fostering. EMS treated the victim on scene. He may seek additional medical attention
at a later time. The dog was released to the custody of animal control.
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22-2218 Larceny: SEU arrested a subject for stealing bedding items from Walmart. He
was charged with Stealing 4th Offense, Trespassing and Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia. He also had a felony warrant out of St. Louis County and a warrant out
of Manchester. (Woods is a familiar face in Chesterfield, where he has been arrested
5-times.)
Terry Woods B/M 59

05/25/22 Felony Stealing, Trespassing, Poss Drug Para, Fugitive
St. Louis Co PD, Fugitive Manchester PD
04/05/22 Stealing, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia
03/02/22 Felony Stealing , Trespassing, Poss of Marijuana,
12/03/21 Possession of Drug Paraphernalia
04/01/21 Felony Stealing
03/05/21 Felony Stealing, Trespassing, Receive Stolen Property,
Possession Theft Device, Poss of Drug Paraphernalia
02/04/21 Stealing
01/19/21 Felony Stealing
Poss of Theft Device, Possession Drug Paraphernalia
11/20/20 Felony Stealing
08/21/20 Stealing
06/08/20 Stealing, Trespassing
10/08/19 Stealing
08/22/19 Stealing
09/23/18 Felony Stealing SIS Probation suspended
11/24/17 Felony Stealing Guilty 6-months jail
07/15/17 Felony Stealing Guilty 1-year jail
12/08/16 Felony Stealing Guilty 1-year jail
12/08/16 Stealing Guilty 3-days jail
07/22/15 Felony Stealing Guilty 1-year jail
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Chesterfield PD
Des Peres DPS
Chesterfield PD
St. John PD
Bridgeton PD
Chesterfield PD
Des Peres DPS
Chesterfield PD
Bridgeton PD
St. John PD
Bridgeton PD
St. John PD
Manchester PD
St. Ann PD
St. Peters PD
Chesterfield PD
Richmond Hts PD
Maplewood PD
St. Louis Co PD

07/17/15
10/23/14
01/07/08
08/29/07
04/01/06
03/07/06
11/14/03
01/14/02
11/25/92
10/13/92
05/31/92
01/05/92

2-counts Felony Stealing Guilty 1-year jail
Felony Stealing Guilty 6-months jail
Poss of Marijuana, Poss of Drug Para Guilty 25-days jail
Felony Stealing Guilty 7-years prison
Stealing Guilty 6-months jail
2-counts Stealing Guilty 1-year jail
Driving While Suspended Guilry 4-days jail
Felony Stealing Guilty 4-years Prison
Stealing, Give False Information 6-mos jail
Felony Stealing Guilty 5-years prison
Stealing Guilty SES Probation
Stealing Guilty SES Probation

Carsonville PD
Richmond Hts PD
St. Louis City PD
Crestwood PD
St. Louis City PD
St. Ann PD
St. Louis Co PD
Bridgeton PD
St. Louis Co
St. Ann PD
St. Louis City PD
St. Louis Co PD

22-2221 - Destruction of Property/ larceny - 40 THF Blvd (Target) - Unknown
person(s) broke out a window on the victims parked vehicle and stole a backpack

22-2222 - Larceny - 1789 Clarkson (Mobil on the Run) - Unknown subject stole
headphones, a phone charger, and vodka from inside Mobil on the Run (Suspect later
ID’ed and arrested.)
Lowenski Ames 20

22-2224 - Drugs - Creve Coeur Crossing/ Olive - Traffic stop resulted in the driver
being arrested for being in possession of what was believed to be ketamine
Nathan A. Nichols 28
05/26/22 Felony Poss/Deliver or Sell Drugs
Chesterfield PD
12/15/16 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $101 fine
Charlack PD
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12/16/14 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $200 fine
04/23/14 Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $200 fine

MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol

FRIDAY May 27, 2022

22-2226 Property Damage/ Attempted Fraud – Woodbridge Crossing: Victim
reported that a tire on each one of her vehicles had been slashed overnight and
someone purchased a firearm online using one of her credit cards. Victim suspects it’s
her ex-boyfriend. The officer contacted the online gun dealer and verified the boyfriend
did purchase a rifle however the company had not yet shipped the rifle. Due to the
officer’s contact advising of the fraud, the company stated they would not ship the rifle
and would terminate the transaction. The officer later made several attempts to contact
the subject who was later arrested by St. Charles County and picked up by this
department. The subject was booked, interviewed and will be released on a summons.
Demetrius D. Harris 21

05/27/22 Fraudulent Use of Credit Card, 2-cts Property Damage Chesterfield PD
10/30/17 Felony Assault Guilty 5-yr SIS Probation
Wentzville PD
22-2228 Towed Auto - Timbervalley: An abandoned vehicle was towed by a private
tow company per the request of Chesterfield Village Apartment complex management.
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22-2230 CIT – Cambridge Cove Way: A subject was having a mental health crisis so
she was voluntarily transported by EMS to Mercy hospital for a mental health
evaluation.
Due to the recent events in Ulvalde, TX officers responded to Rockwood elementary
schools to participate in their annual “Senior walk through” day.
22-2232 Pedestrian strike motor vehicle crash – Chesterfield Airport Rd: An
employee of the Mobil on the Run gas station was sweeping trash in the parking lot
near the gas pumps when they were struck by an inattentive driver. The employee
sustained NON-life threatening injuries but was still transported to the hospital for
treatment.

22-2233 Assault – Clayton Rd: A resident at Delmar Gardens on the Green was struck
in the face by another resident. No injuries were reported. This incident will be
forwarded to the Chesterfield Municipal Prosecutor for review and a CIT report will be
created.

22-2238-Domestic Violence- 13531 Coliseum- Verbal argument became heated. Wife
threatened to throw a lemon juicer at her husband. The husband spat at his wife.
Officers were unable to determine a primary physical aggressor. Forwarding to the
Chesterfield prosecutor for review.

22-2239 Fraudulent use of a Credit Device – THF Blvd: A company employee
responded to the station to report several fraudulent purchases at multiple Lowe’s
store’s including Chesterfield using the company’s corporate credit card. All the
purchases occurred on April 20 2022 at 9 different area Lowe’s stores to exceed
$50,000.00. This incident was referred to the detective bureau for further investigation.
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22-2240-DWI- Clarkson Rd/ I64- A 17 year-old resident of Wildwood was stopped for
running a red light. He was arrested and booked for DWI (BAC was .171%) and later
released to a parent due to his juvenile status.
SATURDAY MAY 28, 2022
22-2242 - Warrant Arrest
Traffic stop resulted in the arrest of the driver for having multiple warrants from
surrounding agencies for failure to appear.
22-2247 - Warrant Arrest
Officers investigating an auto accident discovered one of the drivers had an active
warrant from Ellisville PD for failure to appear on a traffic violation. The subject was
taken into custody and conveyed directly to Ellisville PD where he was delivered to their
custody.
22-2250 - Found Property - Chesterfield Parkway: A patron left a pistol in the women's
restroom of a restaurant. A records check confirmed the firearm had not been reported
as stolen. The officer seized the firearm and will place it into evidence.

22-2251-Prisoner Pick up
An Officer responded to Manchester PD for a subject that had active Chesterfield
Warrants for traffic related offenses. The subject was booked and posted bond.

22-2252-MIP-Long and Edison
An Officer stopped a vehicle that ran a red light and was speeding. One of the juvenile
passengers had alcohol. The passenger was released to his parents whom were
advised of the MIP charge (Minor in Possession).

SUNDAY May 29, 2022
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22-2256-Curfew-Willow Weald Path
While conducting neighborhood patrols an Officer observed 4 juvenile subjects running
from a vehicle. The Officer caught one of the juveniles. This took place at 2:30
am. The juvenile would not provide the names of his friends or cooperate with
Officers. Officers could not determine if the juveniles were coming from a party or were
unlawfully entering vehicles. The juvenile was arrested for a curfew violation and later
released to his father.
22-2258 - Injured Animal
A deer that was impaled on a fence had to be put down
22-2260 - Open door
Officers responded to an alarm call on Grantley Drive and found an unlocked rear door,
a search of the residence showed no signs of disturbance. The residence was secured
and owner notified.

22-2262 - Domestic - Silverwood Court: Domestic dispute between a brother and
sister. Neither party reported any injuries or physical contact. The parents returned
home while the officers were still on the scene and provided statements that caused
officers to question one of the involved persons' credibility. Due to conflicting
statements, the report will be forwarded to the Prosecuting Attorney for review.
22-2263 - Open Door - Clarkson Road: A burglar alarm was activated at a business
shortly after it closed for the day. The initial responding officer located an unlocked rear
door. Officers searched the business and secured it.

22-2264 - Destruction of Property - Olive Blvd: A report of property damage to a bus
stop on Olive Blvd.
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22-2265 - 18375 Chesterfield Airport Road (Comfort Inn): A good samaritan
located a non-verbal autistic 5-year-old walking in the middle of Chesterfield
Airport Road. The samaritan secured the child and officers responded. They located
the mother, who was a guest at the hotel. The investigation revealed that the mother
and daughter were taking a nap together. The daughter woke up first, opened the
window, and crawled out. The officer made a hotline report to the Division of Family
Services.

MONDAY May 30, 2022
22-2268-Open Door-105 Chesterfield Valley Drive
While conducting business checks an Officer located an unsecured door at Bar
Louie. The door was secured and a report was generated.
An Officer responded to St Louis City to pick a prisoner on a Felony POI.
22-2269 Missing/ Runaway Juvenile – 16-year-old male took his parents car without
their consent. Juvenile and car located and home safe.
22-2270 Larceny - THF Blvd: A female subject was caught under ringing merchandise
at Walmart. SEU officers responded and the subject was later issued a SIL and
released.
Officers responded to calls for service to include citizen contacts, vicious animal,
alarms, suspicious vehicle, illegal parking, sick cases, check the welfares, peace
disturbance, traffic hazard and an injured animal.
22-2050 - Recovered Stolen Vehicle (Update): St. Louis City Police recovered the
vehicle that was reported as stolen in this report. The car was towed by St. Louis City
and is awaiting processing by dayshift. An officer left a voicemail for the owner. (2017
Honda Accord stolen on Tuesday May 17 from the parking lot on Lydia Hill.)
22-2222 - Larceny (Update): The original report documents a theft from a gas station.
On today's date, the manager of the gas station reported the suspect was back in the
store. An officer conducted a traffic stop on the suspect's car. The suspect confessed to
the prior theft. He was booked at the station and released on a summons. (22-2222 Larceny - 1789 Clarkson (Mobil on the Run) - Unknown subject stole headphones, a
phone charger, and vodka from inside Mobil on the Run)
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22-2269 - Missing Juvenile (Update): The juvenile ran away again. He was located
again and returned home again. The officer supplemented the original report.

Amanda Holt 31

22-2273 - Delayed Larceny - Outlet Blvd: A store made a report of a delayed theft that
occurred on 05/25/2022. Multiple suspects snaffled approximately $1000 in
merchandise.
22-2275 - Cruelty to Animals - North Outer 40: An officer responded to a report of two
dogs confined in a vehicle with windows slightly cracked. The officer arrived on the
scene and the owner returned to the vehicle. The vehicle owner was issued a
summons.
22-2276 - Attempt Suicide - An elderly female, mourning the recent loss of her
husband, attempted to commit suicide by overdosing on suspected benzodiazepines.
Monarch EMS conveyed her to Mercy hospital and an officer completed an affidavit for
a psychological evaluation.

22-2277 - Fraud - Swingley Ridge: A man in town for business, staying at a local hotel,
communicated with a potential prostitute using a smartphone. The parties exchanged
explicit photos. The female then threatened negative consequences if he did not send
her money. The male remitted $300 to the suspect.
No Report - Missing Person - Olive Blvd: A dementia patient wandered away from
her husband while they were out to dinner. Officers quickly located the female walking
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towards a previous address along Olive Blvd. They reunited the woman with her
husband.
No Report - Missing Person - THF: A 92-year-old male with Alzheimer's drove away
from Belleville, Illinois. Belleville Police pinged his phone and requested we canvass the
area. An officer located the individual and remained with him until family members came
to take him home.
No Report - Attempt Suicide - Boone Bridge Unfounded: A female called to report her
boyfriend was going to jump off the Boone Bridge. Officers conducted an extensive
canvass to no avail. The reporting party did not provide any pedigree information and
subsequently did not answer her phone. An investigation of the phone number led to a
possible subject in O'Fallon. O'Fallon PD made contact with a subject associated with
that phone number that matched the name provided. The subject advised he was not
suicidal.
TUESDAY MAY 31, 2022

22-2281-Destruction of Property-1650 Clarkson Rd
Officers responded to Panera Bread Company for a report of a broken window. Upon
arrival, Officers found that a patio chair was thrown into the window breaking both
panes of glass. Upon entry, the business did not appear to be burglarized. Officers
immediately started an area canvass and located the subject that through the chair
through the window. The subject is homeless and felt a strong impulse to break
something, therefore he through the chair into the window but did not enter the
store. The emergency contact was notified and responded to the scene. There is
surveillance cameras in the store however the emergency contact could not operate
them to see if the subject did enter the store. At this time the subject was arrested and
charged with felony property damage depending the outcome of the video.

22-2282-Burglary-1 Jaguar Land Rover Way
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Officers responded to an alarm at the Jaguar/Land Rover Dealership within less than a
minute of receiving the call the first Officer arrived on scene. The Officer observed an
SUV unknown make and model drive away from the dealership at a high rate of
speed. He attempted to stop the vehicle but due to speed and driving the Officer was
unable to get a plate or any further description. Once additional Officers arrived on
scene, Officers observed keys and key fobs thrown about the parking lot. It appeared
entry into the Dealership was made by prying a door. Video showed at least 7 people
enter the dealership. A broadcast was put through dispatch the last known location of
the vehicle was 170 and Ladue. It should be noted due to all the recent dealership
break in's in St Louis County, Officers on midnight shift have been watching these
businesses very closely.
No report-Officers received a call of an intoxicated subject lying in the middle of
Appalachian Trail near Olive Blvd. The subject was located and driven home.

22-2287 - Stolen License plate – Edison Ave: The victim advised that a license plate
from a vehicle they had leased was stolen. They discovered the left when they were
advised by police that the plates were on a vehicle used in a gas drive off in Illinois.

22-2285 - Property Damage - Chesterfield Towne Ctr: Reportee came in to work
after the weekend to find a cinder block had been thrown through a small window near
the door. Due to the type of incident, the reporting officer contacted the subject in
custody reference midnights property damage report 22-2281. The subject admitted to
committing this Property Damage. During the officer’s interview with the subject, it was
determined the subject was having a mental health crisis. The subject was voluntarily
transported to Mercy Hospital for an evaluation and released to their custody.
Lionel Bernhardt 35
(no record or photos found)
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22-2291 - Trespassing/ UUW/ Assault/ Indecent Act/ CIT– Premium
Outlet: Premium outlet security contacted this department reference a subject who had
refused to leave the mall when asked and threatened the security officer with a knife.
The subject was arrested and transported to the station for booking. It was later
determined the subject was having a mental health crisis so she was transported and
released to Mercy hospital for an evaluation.
Amber Quinn 34 Creve Coeur
06/31/22 Trespassing, Assault (Knife)
12/06/21 Disobeyed Stop Sign, Careless & Impudent
Driving, No Veh Ins, Fail to Drive on Pavement
06/19/11 Disobey Traffic Control Device $50 fine
02/06/11 Speeding 16-19 mph over limit $80 fine
12/03/08 Disobey Stop Sign $50 fine

Chesterfield PD
Florissant PD
St. Charles Co SO
MO Hwy Patrol
St. Charles Co SO

19-4532 Prisoner pickup – Ballwin PD: An officer responded to Ballwin PD for a
subject who had a warrant out of Chesterfield for stealing. The subject was transported
back to the station, booked and later released due to medical issues.
22-2293 CIT – Toreador: An EDP (Emotionally Disturbed Person) subject with a mental
health diagnosis has recently been contacting police frequently reporting multiple
unfounded incidents. A CIT report was created to document recent mental health
issues.

22-2294 - Larceny - Caprice Dr: The victim made a delayed report of a theft. The
unidentified suspect entered the parts department of the auto dealership and pilfered a
catalytic converter.
22-2298 - Motor Vehicle Crash Leaving - North Outer 40: The victim reported a
vehicle backed into his car and drove away from the scene. The victim obtained the
suspect vehicle's license plate and the investigating officer identified a suspect.
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22-2299 - Village Green Parkway: A juvenile subject reported a suspicious van that he
believed tried to abduct him. Later in the evening, the juvenile admitted to school
officials and one of our SROs that he had fabricated the story about an abduction after
missing his bus.
22-2301 - Person Struck - Appalachian Trail: A juvenile skateboarding on the street
collided with a car and suffered a head injury. EMS transported the juvenile to Mercy
Hospital. The Traffic Unit Supervisor responded to the scene and initiated a
reconstruction. Medical staff later told an officer the injuries did not appear lifethreatening.

22-2303 - Larceny - Reelfoot Lake: The victim made a delayed report of stolen
jewelry. The victim stated he had purchased all the jewelry overseas and produced
receipts, written in a foreign language, that he claimed showed a loss exceeding
$20,000. The jewelry was stored in the master bedroom and there is no evidence of
forced entry and no other items missing or out of place in the home.
22-2304-Open Door-722 Long Rd
While conducting business checks an Officer located an unlocked door at the Kia
Dealership. The emergency contact was notified and the building was secured.

22-2305-Larceny-14024 Olive Blvd
A subject entered the store and stole 3 bottles of liquor and a carton of
cigarettes. There is video of the incident however it has to be pulled by a
manager. Report was forwarded to the Detective Bureau.
22-2306 - CIT/EDP - River Bend Dr: A 25-year-old subject with mental health issues
sent messages expressing suicidal and homicidal ideations. After officers secured the
scene, Paramedics responded and conveyed the subject to Mercy Hospital for a
psychological evaluation.
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FILL UP THE TANK, GET A CAR WASH AND WASH THE DOG. Sometimes it seems
they offer more in Europe. This dog is in Germany getting a complete wash. If you
would like to see the video, send me an email and I’ll pass it along.

Another happy customer leaves the dog wash

NO MORE MURDERS SOLVED AT THE LIBRARY: Variety is reporting that the
Aurora Teagarden Mysteries has been cancelled with the last new 2-hour show
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appearing in February. This was the best of the shows on the Hallmark Mystery
channel, with the best writing and actors. The lead character is Aurora Teagarden who
works at the Library and somehow over time solves a lot of murders in a small town.
The star of the show, Candace Cameron Bure, has left Hallmark and signed a deal with
GAC Media. Teagarden repeats are still being shown regularly on Hallmark Mysteries.

I quit buying Hallmark Cards 41 years ago when Hallmark created a bogus construction
company to under bid real construction companies to build the Hyatt Regency Hotel
near the Hallmark HQ in Kansas City. When the hotel opened, wildly popular Friday
night Tea Dances were held in the lobby and were very popular with older Kansas
Citians. Many would go up on a skywalk and listen to the band and watch the dancers.
Then on July 17, 1981the Skywalk in a brand new building, collapsed killing 114 people.
It was determined that the phony Hallmark construction company that built the skywalks
did not meet KC Building codes. The National Bureau of Standards’ year long
investigation into the collapse found:
The loads on the hanger rods and hanger-rod-to-box-beam connections at the time of the collapse
were significantly less than the loads required by the Kansas City Building Code
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I always considered that Hallmark had murdered 114 people and have never since
bought a Hallmark Card. At the time I was doing insurance fraud and arson
investigations off-duty from my suburban KC police job and did investigate several
claims by people that they were at the tea dance on July 17 when in fact they were not.
This said I was never a big fan of the Hallmark cable channels, but the Teagarden
murder mysteries were an exception.

CARTOONS:
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